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How Do You Do
on a Troubled Morning?
Bustling
the breakably
Shaking butterfly
Opens his cornered legs
through the cocoon wall
as if it were only silk.
And what will you do
with appearing walls
Mr. shaking hand.
P

Peter Bibby

Elegy
The sybil wind proclaims such grief,
And grey prophetic hosts of rain
Rage wild and fey from spilt-egg dawn,
Spattering sonnets on whey streets.
In cloak of death the preacher adds
His damp condolence to the flood—
The ferry hewn of timeless tree
Plummets its fisher down to good.
This pungent past in dead of heart
May not be bade or nailed below
The tender level of the eyes;
The moonless hours drift with the dead
And women scrabbling on the day
(Their menfolk jaunting from the dark),
Cannot expunge with scratch or smile
The sempiternal livid past.
Now while the sad and sodden feet
Pad out the hourly graveyard grief,
The cerements of living sleep
Maintain their vigil on a shape
Now fled for aye; The shank and ring

Malcolm Levene
Of feckless flesh have mortified
The years' ambition of the self
And all the boasts of breath and brain.
That one more sterile seed be sown
To fertilize the fallow land.
Which, cheating winter with its store
Of bone, lifts harvest from the stone.
So this! The cunning of the cells
Has wrought a masterpiece in black
To scorn us from our common art
Of life—A brother in his grave.

MALCOLM

L E V E N E is a graduate psychologist
University of W . A .
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Intellectual Adolescence ?
D

URING the last fifty or sixty years Australia has
advanced culturally to the point where its contribution extends beyond its own boundaries to that
of other nations. Plays such as "The Summer of the
Seventeeth Doll" and "The Shifting Heart" have
been received enthvisiastically overseas and even
translated into other languages. Writers like Patrick
White and Randolph Stow have been the subjects
of excited laudatory comment in England, America
and elsewhere; and even a popular author like Arthur
Upfield receives a recognition abroad never afforded
to him in Australia. In much the same way painters
of the calibre of William Dobell, Russell Drysdale,
Sidney Nolan, are even more sought after, perhaps,
and more readily accorded a place among top ranking artists abroad than they are at home.
In all branches of the arts there has been a
continual refining process in techniques of presentation, and a steady maturation of outlook. Australians,
generally, have become more aware of the existence
of the arts and more willing to support them, but
at the same time as they admit the importance and
value of the arts to society the more demanding have
become their requirements. While this increasing
interest in the arts is making itself felt among Australians, how does our own particular section of the
country, Western Australia, measure up in comparison?
Comments of visitors have not always been kind;
even Western Australians like Hal Porter can accuse
their State of being "smug, Edwardian, boring". And
if one looks at things honestly, scorning to use the
sand of the West as a comforting substance in which
to bury one's head, there are some obvious features
about the attitude of Western Australians to the arts
which are disquieting and suggestive of what one
Eastern States painter has called our "intellectual
adolescence".
For instance, what lover of serious music has not
squirmed at times under the 'playing down' to the
audience that occurs at concerts, most frequently
under the guise of encores? Who having been
blessed with Bruch, wants to be blasted with Johann
Strauss? Years ago when Australians were more inclined to confusion in separating serious music from
light or sentimental music, Florence Austral gave
her famous injunction to Melba: "Sing 'em muck,
Nellie". It seems a pity that such advice has to be
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taken to heart still in Western Australia, when other
States have found it not only unnecessary but unacceptable. In Sydney one has to camp overnight
on a city street to get a season's ticket to the celebrity
concerts, yet in Western Australia much time, expense and effort is devoted to the task of disposing
of tickets. Nor is the difference in population numbers all the answer, since there are four or five
series of concerts running simultaneously in Sydney
and the seating accommodation provides for much
larger audiences.
Likewise in the field of the visual arts Western
Australia has painters of the calibre of Robert Juniper
and Guy Grey-Smith, to name but two of an outstanding group of Australian artists, and yet their
representation in the State Gallery is virtually nonexistent. In fact, if it was not for the presence of
private galleries. Western Australia would have almost
nothing of painting and sculpture to offer to the
public. Again, a small population is no excuse for
a poor gallery. For years Adelaide Gallery was
reputedly second only to that of Melbourne among
Australian galleries, and at a time when Adelaide's
population was little bigger than that of Perth.
The scene is much the same in the area of literature. Last year Kylie Tennant commented on the
disproportionately large number of fine writers in
Western Australia compared to the other States, and
yet a leading writer in Western Australia complains
that the response to Australian literature in this State
is perhaps the most depressing in Australia. Certainly
one can hardly be smug at the half-price sale three
months ago in one of Perth's biggest book-shops of
a wide range of newly published Australian literature. Since, in a number of instances, these books
were by Western Australian authors, it becomes
rather obvious that not even local Australian literature sells well in this State, and that the disheartening lack of interest of Western Australian University
students in their own literature is a reflection of a
general disinterest of the whole public, or perhaps a
contributing cause.
As far as drama is concerned, public interest
seems to be more lively and more responsive to a
little publicity and accomplished production, even if
the audience at some of the higher level productions
is outnumbered by empty seats. But this interest
does not extend, vmfortunately, to the usually excel-

lent films provided by the Adult Education Board.
With films, the law of inverse ratio seems to hold
good—the better the film, the smaller the audience,
SO that most of the A.E.B. presentations have to be
subsidised in order that they can be shown at all.
One big factor behind most of these unfortunate
situations is lack of finance, and that again comes
back to a large extent on lack of interest. If a
country gets the artists it deserves, then Western
Australia has been highly favoured beyond its deserts
and for some reason, perhaps lack of education in
the areas of the arts, Western Australians do not

realise it. And if people are offered fine things and
decline to accept them, then it is certain that future
offerings will be made elsewhere to those who are
more appreciative.
In the meantime it is distressing to see the waste
in this State of things that are the product of vision
and craftsmanship; things that a minority still considers worthy of reverence and preservation. It
would be a pity if such idealistic creations were
swapped away permanently for more easily manufactured goods where quality becomes quantity and
true worth gives place to a specious attractiveness.

Man Condemned
Man condemned
Hear this ring in his shoe,
Walking WARDER into the bar
Shadows on the locked floor way.
He gallops the tidings
Every face sweats.
Great sealed nothing,
In a birth of knots
Stiff with gazing justice.
His shoe with the bell nails stops.
Root of the ring that oversings.
Clang raps his key
Grate in a swung yard.
Over a river latchlike the logged words.
Slide to name their numbering sentence,
Ram their end home against your headland.
Overload the minutes with cargoes of pulse
That your coiled blood snaps and crashes.
Headwinds whistle on your twig lips
Drily trying a spell more meant
To shuffle the windless walls
By quarters through your eyes.
These walls no weathercock wins,
Their stilled man no season stirs,
Whose works of walking nobody needs.

Peter Bibby
They shift the soup of prayers up
As if by prison practice
Travels in the shallows of graves
Have filled their white plate cheeks
To commit with the swallow's grace
You becalmed through a final sea.
Wild you find dead seas that break themselves blue
Seamen adrift to befriend the way down.
Fell you fear like the fire walker
Who kicked in the boot-breaking locks,
And shuffles now out on their charge.
Prisoner as you rode fearing
Past the assembling womb.
Back on your birth's round word
Tread now they unlock the morning's promise,
Bearing you out.
Hear the bell nails swearing
Man come damned.
PETER

BIBBY is an u n d e r g r a d u a t e
W.A.

of the TT„f
University

of
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So Little Art, So Many
Opportunities
Anthony K. Russell

W

E are told so many times, at so many
fashionable opening nights, that the artist
and his paintings are becoming popular as
never before, that the community is recognising its responsibilities towards the painter
and that the painter is recognising his mission, purpose or whatever it is. This is fine,
especially so if it means that the public at
large is indeed recognising that 'Man does
not live by bread alone'. It is good that the
painting of pictures and the holding of public
exhibitions is no longer the hazardous undertaking it o'nce used to be. We all ought to
be able to share in this optimistic feeling, but
is it really a whole view of the situation?
I cannot find sufficient evidence in the
community to convince myself that this is a
true statement of the position. I cannot deny
that there seems to have been a quickening
of interest in painting as such. The excellent
work that has been done by the State Art
Gallery in recent years and the creation of
new galleries, in both the city and country,
all point to actual progress. In spite of this
and with no implied criticism of those energetic community leaders who have made
such progress possible, I wish to say that a
great many responsibilities seem to have been
almost completely disregarded. There seems
to be a real danger that our leaders are being
caught up in a very narrow and quite unrealistic definition of the visual arts as being only
painting and sculpture. There seems to be an
even more damaging tendency to shut out the
common man from the experience of art in his
own time simply because we are failing to
WESTERLY

recognise that art, in its widest sense, enters
into every aspect of the life of the community.
This rather precious view on art that appears to be held by people who ought to
know better, is, in a specialised way, only a
reflection of the apparent outlook of the common man who is not supposed to know any
better; who is, we are led to believe, to be led
from his path of ignorance and gross materialism to an appreciation of the finer things in
life. I cannot find much evidence to suggest
that the gap between the intellectual leaders
of the community and the so-called man in
the street is as wide as some would have us
believe. By and large I think they both exhibit the same attitude towards life in that
they are both 'object-minded' rather than 'relation-minded'. The objects of culture differ
in that the one regards the arts as a special
object of veneration, the other regarding the
material comforts and luxuries won by his
labours as more worthy of veneration. The
latter, being easier to understand and perhaps
easier to hold stronger opinions about, leads
more often to a real suspicion and even a sad
kind of anger directed against the "highbrows.'
Both groups live their lives out, each with its
own standards of culture and each oblivious
to the real, the greater environment in which
both share and participate. It is here, in real
everyday life, that we find the most incredible
ugliness, lack of taste and destruction of
natural beauty. Yet, hardly a voice is raised
from either camp in protest at this increasing
vilification of life itself in our day and age.

The greatest tragedy is that here is common
ground for both groups and the greatest opportunity for the expression of the ideal of
bringing art into the very lives of all members
of the community.
Painting and sculpture are but an avenue
of expression in art. Consider that every manmade thing which we see, feel and use in our
daily lives has to do with art in one way or
another and we shall come nearer to an appreciation of the meaning of art in life.
Everything that man buys for his use in the
modern world has an appearance, a form
which, presumably, has been designed by
somebody in anticipation of the requirements
of man. Beyond its immediate function or
purpose, every manufactured object has a
final form envelope, a visual pattern which,
for better or worse, has exploited a field of
artistic expression. In modern times this final
form or pattern has been produced countless
millions of times and, regardless of its artistic
merit, it is still done. The machine has multipHed the good and the bad according to instructions and no further action is required.
It is not surprising then to hear of sensitive,
well meaning folk protesting about the domination of machine-made goods and almost
fanatically upholding the products of handcraft, however inapt, as something sacred. Is
it any wonder that commercialism, which
means mass-production, becomes the favourite
target of so many sherry-sipping, fashionable
first-nighters at local exhibitions or artistic
gatherings? This total lack of 'relationmindedness' was so graphically illustrated for
me at the opening ceremony of a painting
show in this city not so long ago. The
'opener', a leading citizen, a man with considerable power and responsibilit}' in loca]
government, went a little further than most
openers and spoke of the courage and high
spiritual purpose of the most embarrassed
artist. Yet this man, and many like him, have
in many years of community service displayed the most abysmal ignorance of those same

qualities in civic architecture, town plannnig
and civic appointments. Similarly, I have seen
printed programmes and brochures for artistic
events which were so ugly, so uninspired as
to be a complete contradiction in terms. At
every turn there appears dismal architecture,
shabb}' lettering, gloomy civic offices and undistinguished hterature both in content and
visual form. One must turn to the architectural appointments and visual communication
of those 'horrid' commercial enterprises to
find evidence of truly artistic design in all its
many forms. Is not prestige important for
the civic face of the community or do the
civic leaders regard such refinement as profitless?
Why is it that so much ugliness is tolerated in our community? Is it that the people
are getting what they deserve because they
lack the interest and courage to make demands for something better? Is it that those
men and women who are elected to high
places in public affairs consider themselves
demagogues and therefore authorities on
everything? Is it that our cultural leaders
themselves have lost sight of the real meaning of culture, preferring instead the ivory
towers of a 'latter day Pre-Raphaelitism'? I believe that it is all of these things and that
they serve to underline the mistaken concept
of the arts in life. Art and culture are indivisible and art enters into every creative act,
however humble, in the scheme of things.
Painting, sculpture, music and literature are
all of them excursions into the various fields
of true artistic expressions, but art forms are
not so restricted as to special content. It is
time that some of our cultural leaders stopped
advocating the 'fine arts' as a kind of poultice
for the ills supposedly attendant on this
modern age, and came to terms with the true
nature of modern living in a democracy
We hear so much nonsense being talked
about the evils and strains of this modern age
most of it reaching the point where it is
obvious that nobody wishes to admit of any
WESTERLY

responsibility. Again and again we hear defences of art shows and of a stranger bedfellow, juvenile delinquency, as being 'typical
of the times we live in'. In some form or other
this type of 'explanation' is given by too many
unwilling openers of shows and almost always
by those people who, it would seem, cannot
be restrained from opening shows. This is the
age in which we live and we have made it.
If we really feel that we do not like it or that
we do not understand it the fault is ours, not
the age. In the same way we hear the machine being personified as if it were responsible, as if it willed the things that it does.
In this endeavour to escape from responsibility we seem to forget that the machine is
but one symbol of our civilisation and that it
was invented by man for the betterment of
the lives of all mankind. In this sense the
machine is another tool and, like all tools, it
requires a mind and spirit to guide it. If the
machine produces work that is anti-art then
surely it is to the artisan we must look if we
seek to remedy the faults. Why must so many
people insist that the machine cannot produce
a work of art or that work which is produced
for primarily useful or commercial purposes
can never become a work of art? Like so
many technical perfections of our times, we
find that the technics lack a humane master
or director. Our immediate task is to find
that master, and when we find him we should
not be surprised to discover that he is an
artist; an artist, moreover, with no apologies
required, no defence necessary; an artist to
take his place alongside the painter, sculptor,
poet and dancer.
He is discovered afresh! He was lost and
he is found. This man existed once at a time
when art was indivisible. He was the artistcraftsman, proud member of the Guilds of
Mediaeval times in Europe. From the ranks
of the Guilds were once drawn the cathedral
builders, the tapestry weavers, the goldsmith
and the panel painter. These men understood
their own times, worked the materials of
WESTERLY

those times with a passionate faith and true
integrity. Art, for these men, was all work
conceived and achieved with the highest purpose. Spirituality, honesty, and above all,
love, dominated the minds of these men.
More often than not these artists remained
anonymous, as were the majority of the cathedral artists, and until the High Renaissance,
all great artists were craftsmen and all great
craftsmen, artists. Then it was decreed that
painting was 'fine art' but that all else was a
lesser 'craft'. Industrialisation and the technological blight of the 19th century served to
widen the breach and we, in our own time,
choose to let it widen further.
He is found again, this artist-craftsman,
and in other places he has won honour and
a place in life. He has a new name, too, although it does not matter what we call him.
He is, for clarity, a designer, as all artists
are designers, but some of us like to call him
Industrial Designer. He is an artist in touch
with his times, conversant with its techniques
and yet still an individualist. He is not a
longhair, because the world of industry, like
the common man, has not much time for
them, but his training is just as liberal as the
'fine artist'. He has specialised in certain fields
and he has learned about the techniques and
economics of those fields. He works for
money but he still has a soul, and he probably paints and draws and sculpts for fun.
For him every design problem is a challenge
and design itself is only a kind of love. For
him there is no retreat from life, for he must
deal with the captains of industry, the whims
of the public, the arguments of the retailers,
the heads of government; give them satisfaction and yet not retreat an inch from the
highest of artistic and craftsman standards
which he as an artist has set for himself. He
may design for printing processes of all
kinds, in which case he will probably have
a deep knowledge of these processes, including typography; in short, a Graphic Designer. His work may place him in direct

contact with architects which may require
him to be accomplished at a variety of things
such as furniture, fabric and general interior
design; lie might call himself an Interior Designer. On the other hand, his interests might
lie in the very wide field of mass produced
consumer goods. In this case he will have
more than a general working knowledge of
the basic problems of engineering so that the
utmost co-operation may be achieved between designer and production staffs. The
accent in all cases is on the ability of the designer to get his ideas across to the rest of the
team involved in final manufacture. This calls
for more than just art training . It demands
that the designer be well-informed and essentially a well-integrated personality. It can be
seen, then, that this artist shares many of the
characteristics once held so precious by the
great craftsmen-artists of the past and, Hke
them, his work invariably touches upon the
civil and public use of art as well as the personal. No less striking is the similarity of the
common ethic. This is expressed as 'truth to
materials and a high purpose in all creative
work'. This man, better than any other,
understands the tools of the 20th century and
if we recognise him and put him on the team,
we would go far in the reaHsation of what is
surely the prime aim: to put art back into the
lives of the people.
I hope I have not conveyed the impression
that this new artist will put the old to flight.
On the contrary, both need each other and in
other places their training ground is the same.
There is surely little difference between an
artist who wants to paint wonderful pictures
and one who wants to make wonderful things.
The short history of the Industrial Design
concept shows clearly that there is no fundamental difference between the two men. They
work in different but related areas of art. I
go so far as to say that without the free experimentation of the painter and sculptor, the
industrial designer would feel isolated, for he
too experiments and plays, despite the very

exacting requirements of his tasks . The designer needs the open mind and freedom to
experiment in order to keep his subject alive,
to arrive at the best solution to a design problem. There are many instances also of the
'fine artist' working directly in the field of
commercial or industrial art or in sharing projects with industrial designers. It follows,
then, that to give the artist his proper place in
this modern world can only bring him new
honour and prestige, providing that the artist
recognises the real responsibilities that honour entails.

T

HIS whole question of responsibilities is a
very wide one indeed. It is clear that the
artist-designer recognises his own responsibilities if indeed he has the seeds of greatness
within him. The final assessment must always
lie in what we, the people, are doing to perfect our environment. It is very probably an
educational problem, an educational task that
should start at an early age and at school. I
do not think that you can teach appreciation
of good design as you might teach reading
and writing. I think that you must provide
an environment in the school, in the home
and in the community which reflects the best
possible standards available at any one time.
It is important to remember that it is just as
easy to embark on a few grand projects and
neglect many small, more ordinary details.
All of the details must be looked after, for
good design means overall design. It means
being 'relation-minded'. It is of no real value
to design, to build fine schools and civic
buildings if the details are left, as they so
often are, to look after themselves. A complete schoolroom means good furniture, good
lighting, good appointments in every way,
and, especially, well designed and printed
textbooks. The same remarks are true for any
other project which involves a multiplicity of
purposes. The civic bodies of any community
have the greatest responsibilities of all after
State or Federal authorities. We need look
WESTFRIY

ho further than our own State to find many
examples of bad design which are initiated
and approved by authorities. The present
rash of tourist publicity material that is being
sent out of this State is for most people their
first contact with us, but it is very poor stuff
when compared to current overseas material.
The same might be said for a great amount of
official material which is finding its way all
over the world at the present time. We can
examine with profit the same type of material
which is used by enlightened commercial
enterprises. It is quite excellent, for the
simple reason that it has been done by experts. There are many examples of publicly
owned organisations which have achieved
some marvellous results in the same way. To
mention a few well-known cases, we have the
British Railways and Post Office, London
Transport, Underground, and, of course, our
own Post Office, the P.M.G. Without exception the hand of the designer can be seen at
work, in publicity material, in buildings,
vehicles and in all kinds of machines which
have to render a public service. The underlying policy is always to employ the best designer, to take his advice, and at all times to
keep an open mind. This takes courage and
a great deal of wisdom—the very qualities
that the people of a democracy must demand
of their leaders.
To return to the local scene and this question of responsibility. We have seen and heard
experts who have come to visit us, sometimes
as interested and honoured guests, and more
rarely as officially appointed experts. We seem
to see very little of the results of these encounters, although we very often seem to be
witnesses to rather pointless squabbles between authorities in civic affairs and experts
in many aspects of design. Although there
has been a great deal of research done on
community problems overseas, such as lettering types for street names and traffic signs,
little notice or interest seems to have been
taken by people who are responsible for the
WESTERLY

local landscape. I once saw some beautiful
imported lettering at Perth Airport which had
been mounted back to front in ignorance. The
example stays fresh in my mind because I
had the honour of welcoming to Perth a world
authority on typographic design, and the first
thing this expert noticed in the terminal
building was this howler. At that same airport in more recent times I was also shocked
to see a superb example of sculptured steel,
an aircraft of beautiful proportions, branded
like a steer with some of the most unlovely
lettering I have ever seen. These are little
things, you may say, but in art, in life, they
are so important, and responsibility for them
must be borne. Good design, like good music
and good architecture, costs no more and
often less than bad or unthoughtful design.
I say this because the first line of defence put
up against any criticism of design is the
bogey of cost. What nonsense this is! This
self-imposed inferiority-complex, this wailing
about impending bankruptcy, is most distressing, for it is losing the State most of its vital
young talent and ability at the very time when
it needs it most. I believe, as many others
believe, that we have in this State a golden
opportunity to do something wonderful for
the arts and the people, for the very good
reason that we are a little isolated. This is
fine, for we do not have to keep up with the
'Joneses'. We are young and not yet scarred
by traditional forms or too many serious mistakes.
Where can we start? The answer is simple
and broad. It is everywhere and anywhere,
but first we must convince a lot of important
people. We must have leaders and we must
have the power of official approval. The ordinary people must be allowed a voice, an
opinion on things. Surely we can get into the
habit of exhibiting to the public some of the
plans and ideas that civic authorities might
be making for present or future development?
We need all kinds of capable people from all
walks of life to set examples. Our manufac-

turers must look to their standards in packaging, display and general advertising. Their
goods go overseas and are ambassadors of
this State just as surely as our statesmen are.
Local government authorities, both urban and
rural: Clean up your sti-eets, your offices and
public appointments. Everything that bears
your cypher reflects on your authority, and
this means the livery of your officials and
vehicles they drive, however humble and
humdrum their duties. There is no good
reason to assume that the modern town hall
might not emulate the artistic glory of the
old Guildhalls even in this day and age. We
do not expect you to be designers and artists,
architects and town planners, but we do expect you to show wisdom and foresight in your
administrative duties.
There are many men in both the commercial world and the world of civic administration who have tried to set high standards.

We know by their patronage of various cultural activities that they are ready to serve
the community. We ask that they cast their
nets a little wider, that they see the full implication of their professed admiration for the
creative arts. With their help we can begin
to put art back into the lives of the people.
But—let us not educate the people. We must
first give them proof and practice of art in
the total living drama and they will be quick
to follow. Do not underestimate the man in
the street: his apparent apathy may well be
his own expression of that same confusion felt
by his natural leaders. Above all, let us do
something now, before the public finds out
how its leaders have let it down.

ANTHONY K. RUSSELL, .-Associate of t h e I n d u s t r i a l Design
Institute of Australia, is a lecturer in Design a n d Art History in the D e p a r t m e n t of Art, P e r t h T e c h n i c a l College.
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A Castle of Sand
Colin Fields

M

Y Uncle Roger was a sober man, and my
Aunt Evelyn a gross, practical woman who
lived happily with him in what appeared to
be a perfectly harmonious relationship. When
he was reading or occupied with his philosophical thoughts, she was always busy with
household chores.
On odd occasions he would find his own
company a little wearisome, and she seemed
able to anticipate these rare digressions.
When he would look up from his book and
remove his spectacles, she was always ready
to leave her housework and be able to provide the relief he required.
"You've always got your nose stuck in a
book/' she would say. "How can you waste
so much time with that rubbish?"
"I'm not wasting time," he would reply.
"There is knowledge in these books, and
knowledge is an essential requisite of life."
"Pah! Knowledge! What's so wonderful
about it? You can't leave it to anyone. It's
something you've got to take with you when
you go."
"Hmm—I suppose you're right. It's the
same with all great things. You have to take
them to the grave with you. You can't leave
great things behind."
"If you take all the books in that trunk of
yours," she would scoff, "there won't be any
room for you in the coffin!"
"But it's not the books themselves, m\'
dear. The great things are what they produce. Great things are here—in the mind;
and here—in the heart."
The great tragedy in my Uncle's life was
the Bolshevist revolution in Russia. He had
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always been an active socialist, and considered himself an enlightened theoretician.
Of course, that was in his youth, when he
was in his late teens and fighting with the
British Army in France.
But the revolution and the subsequent
chaos left him bewildered and insecure. He
watched the betrayal of his hopes in those
years, and when reality could no longer be
ignored, he turned silent and went to his
books for solace.
I remember how the first devastating effects of the Depression struck so close, throwing many of our friends and neighbours into
immediate unemployment and poverty. I was
living with my Aunt Evelyn and Uncle Roger
at the time. I was attending secondary school
then, and was barely able to understand the
inexorable laws of economics and the harsh
punishments of destitution.
One morning my Uncle took me into the
city to buy me a coat. Spring was turning

n

chilly, and the coat I had worn in previous
years had been handed down to my younger
cousin. It was a bitter, grey afternoon when
we returned, and as we walked up the street
to the house, we came upon a pile of furniture stacked in the streets near the kerb.
We stopped to look and my Uncle answered my questions, explaining the calamity
to me in a low, sad voice. It was my first
experience of eviction and I was stunned.
"Uncle, it's terrible!" I exclaimed.
"It is, my boy," he agreed. "It's terrible
for someone to be put out on the street. . .
And it's terrible and frightening to be unable
to help."
The next week Uncle lost his job. I came
home for lunch one day and saw him sitting
out on the old lace-iron balcony, a book in
his hands. He looked up for a moment at
me, and then returned to his book without
speaking. Aunt put a finger to her lips,
motioning for silence, and when I sat down
to eat, she told me that the firm had closed
down and he was out of work.
They must have had some money saved,
for he was unemployed for nearly four
months. Aunt was a careful manager and a
marvellous cook, and if she economised on
the food it passed without notice.
Uncle went looking for work every day.
He would be out of the house by seven in the
morning and he would return late in the
afternoon or sometimes in the evening long
after we'd eaten. He'd slouch in wearily, seat
himself at the table with a dejected sigh . . .
and announce yet another failure. Aunt
would put some food before him and he
would eat in silence, staring absently at some
spot on the kitchen wall. After the meal, he
would rise, go to his trunk for a book, and
then settle down to read late into the night.
My Aunt often showed great concern for
him and she would sometimes implore him
to leave his book and come to bed. But he
always refused, and if she persisted he would
get annoyed and move into the kitchen, where
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she would have to yell to be heard. And so,
after a while she allowed him to stay up without protest, but she suffered considerable
anxiety over his health.
Then, after almost four months, he found
work. It was a temporary job on a building
project that lasted for seven months. But soon
after it ended we were forced to sell some of
the furniture. My cousin was moved into my
room and his bed was sold along with several
chairs, some cutlery, and a miscellaneous assortment of other household articles. Uncle
made arrangements for the sale, and everything that was to go was moved into the hallway.
The man from the auction mart came in
the afternoon. He entered respectfully, and
throughout the entire transaction treated us
with practised solicitude. He examined each
article with painstaking thoroughness, and
then went into the kitchen with my Aunt to
haggle over the price. They were there for a
long time, arguing stubbornly in low, muttering voices. When by Aunt returned, her eyes
were flashing and her mouth was set in a
grim, determined line. She announced obstinately that she was not going to sell.
"How much did he offer you?" my Uncle
asked. She told him and he smiled wanly.
"Let him have them," he said. "These are bad
times, Evelyn. You won't get any more elsewhere."
"I'll be damned if I will!" she argued. "I'll
get a job first. I'll go out tomorrow; I'll find
something."
"Oh? But where? Where can you find
work?"
"I'll do what I used to do. Don't you
worry; it isn't so long ago that I used to work,
I'll wait on tables or I'll serve drinks in a
pub. . . I can still do it."
"No, Evelyn," my Uncle said, shaking his
head slowly.
"Why?" . . . Why not?"
"You're not a young girl any more."
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"I tell
woman."
"They
they hire
her eyes
when she

you—I can do it! I'm strong for a
don't want you, my dear. When
girls they want a lass with fire in
and firm, rounded hips that roll
walks. . . That isn't you any more.

My Aunt was a pathetic figure as she
groped for an answer. She was close to tears
and her naive sorrow made us all feel sad. . .
My Uncle put an arm around her shoulders
and smiled into her eyes.
"But, Evelyn dear — when you were
younger! Then it was a much different story.
Why, you could walk into any place then and
snap your fingers!"
In the weeks following other articles were
moved from the house. Clothing was mended
and remended, and all the school homework
was completed in the late afternoon so that a
minimum of electricity would be used after
dark.
One day my Aunt Evelyn went out and
visited the city laundries, and she eventually
got work mending shirts, turning frayed collars and cuffs, and sewing tears in the fabrics.
She used to bring the work home with her;
and when she was not busy in the house she
would sit in the kitchen sewing. Uncle would
chide her with a callow, self-pitying humour;
but she would answer his teasing with indignant perseverance.
Our hard luck seemed interminable and
my young mind never could quite understand
why things didn't change. Life was like a
length of rubber being stretched beyond its
limits, growing thinner as the tension increased, with no prospect of respite.
Very soon I became aware that a point
was being approached where everything must
snap. Relief must come or a rupture would
occur that would hurl us all into a turmoil of
confusion and chaos. . . And then one day,
without a word beforehand. Uncle returned
with a stranger—a man who had come to buy
his books.
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How well I recall the figure of my Uncle
kneeling by the open trunk. He took the
books out singly, each one with both hands,
glanced reverently at the titles, and then
passed them on to the stranger.
It seemed as though he was determined
to sell them all . . . and had then wavered.
For midway through the pile, he hesitated
over one book and placed it on the floor away
from the others. Near the end he withheld
another. When all the others had been practically given away, he handed one of the two
books to the man and rose to his feet.
The man glanced at the title, and then
looked quizically at my Uncle. . . The book
was "Das Kapital," by Karl Marx; the other,
which my Uncle kept, was bound in black. . .
The gold lettering embossed on the cover told
me that it was the Holy Bible.
He received a pitiful sum for his collection . . . less than ten pounds, if I remember
correctly. And then, with a quaint sense of
gratitude, he offered to give the man the
trunk. . .
When the buyer had gone, my Uncle
handed his wife the money. The poor woman
was too upset to speak. She wanted to reprimand him, and yet she knew that his sacrifice
could not be avoided.
As if to prove that the gods were mocking
him, next week he was offered a job. He came
rushing into the house with boyish exuberance, too excited to stand still, and in a matter of minutes we were all transformed into a
gleeful family by the good news.
He had been hired as a traffic inspector.
The pay was good; in fact, it was only eight
shillings less than what he had been paid by
his old firm. And since prices had dropped,
it was really much more than that. He was
to begin work the next day and we took the
radio forecast of a fine day as a good omen.
So, the next morning Uncle and I trudged
off together, as far as the esplanade that ran
through the sand dunes near the sea. We
kicked up the sand that had blown over the
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bitumen with the unleashed energx of two
sublimely happy souls.
We parted at the Coastal Highway and I
walked on to school, feeling at peace for the
first time in almost a year. The rest of the
day was sunny and the sea, which we could
see through the school windows, was beautifully calm and inviting.
I walked home alone after lessons, revelling in the beauty of the scene. When I
turned the corner into the esplanade, I noticed
some people in front of a restaurant, all staring and with considerable amusement. As I
walked on, I saw that people the whole way
along had stopped and were gaping at a
group of boys playing around a large pile of
sand.
I peered ahead, but I couldn't make anything out from that distance. Then, when I
approached the pile of sand, I stopped with
astonishment. Uncle Roger was seated in the
sand among the boys, playing with them,
happy as a lark! They were building a castle,
filling buckets with wet sand and passing
them to another group who set the blocks
into a wall that was appearing around the
pile.
One of the larger boys had taken com.mand and was directing operations with a
loud, belligerent voice. . . And my Uncle was
complying with cheerful, utter abandon! He
was laughing as he worked with the boys,
and his face seemed younger and more contented than I could ever recall. But, of all
things, he was still wearing his suit; and I
noticed his hat had been flung carelessly
against a brush wind-break. He looked up
suddenly and saw me. . .
"Arthur," he shouted, "you're just in time.
Put your books down and join us. The sand
is good and clean."
I went red with shame and a tightening
fear gripped me. I stammered something unintelligible and ran to our house. I burst inside with a cry, startling Aunt Evelyn.
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"It's Uncle Roger! Something's the matter
with him!"
Her hands flew to her face with alarm.
"What? Where is he?"
It was too much for me to explain, and I
pointed frantically to the living-room window. She rushed across and threw it open.
I followed her slowly, holding my breath, and
waited behind her. When she turned, the
fear had gone, and her face was set in a firm,
angry expression.
Then she went to a closet, put a coat on
over her apron, and walked out, beckoning
me to follow. I didn't like this: I didn't understand it: but I followed on her heels. We
walked downstairs and down the streets to
where they were playing in the sand.
"Roger," Aunt said softly. "Come on
home."
He looked up and his face broke into a
welcoming smile. "Evelyn! I was just thinking that I should go home and get you. Come
on, dear, come and play in the sand."
"Come on home," Aunt repeated firmly.
My Uncle twisted his hands nervously as
he stared at her. "Forget the housework for
a while, Evelyn, and come and play. It'll be
like old times again. . . Do you remember
when we used to play in the sand years ago
—many, many years ago?"
"Roger!" Her voice was low and determined. "Are you coming home?"
"Evelyn, dear, do you remember when we
went down the coast to Heron Point and
found the old weekend shack? There were
you and I and a girl named Hettie, and . . .
and Mervyn Watkins. You do remember,
don't you? . . You were fourteen then; and I
built this fine castle of sand for you and you
helped me. It was to be a model of the castle
we were going to build when we grew
older. . ."
Aunt Evelyn's voice was dull, without any
inflexion whatsoever. "Castles in the air are
all right," she said, ". . . until you want to
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move into them! . . . Now come on; I don't
want to advertise my private affairs . . . !"
My Uncle hardly seemed to hear her.
"And when we got back that day and you
told your father, he chased me with a stick
and I hid under the house. And then he
wanted to fight my father. . . Try to remember, Evelyn. Please try to remember."
"Roger—we're going home!"
The calm on my Uncle's face disappeared,
and he looked worried and anxious. "Okay,"
he said. "I'll go home with you. . . But first
tell me if you remember. Think back and
try." He watched her with desperate hope;
but when she spoke, his face fell.
"Move yourself!" she rasped.
He rose slowly, retrieved his hat, and
walked after her to the house. When we were
upstairs in the apartment, Uncle dropped
into a chair by the gas stove. Aunt stood
across the table from him, her expression demanding an explanation.
"What happened to the job?" she asked
at last.
"They . . . they were striking. That's why
I was hired, you see. They wanted me to
scab."
"You didn't take it, then?"
"I , . . I couldn't, dear. They were picketing the place when I got there . . . "
"They? . . . Are they going to feed you . . .
and me . . . and young Rodney . . . and young
Arthur here? Are they?"
"Dear, I couldn't go in. They were men
like myself. I couldn't go in and take their
jobs."
"I don't care about the job," she said
evenly.
"Then what is it?"
"You—down there on the esplanade. Like
a half-wit! With the children in the sand,
like an idiot!"
My Uncle shook his head as though he
were in a daze and ground his knuckles into
his eyes. "I was coming home," he muttered,
"and I had only bad news for you. I passed
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the children playing in the sand and I remembered how I used to love it when I was
a boy. I wanted to play with them . . . so I
took off my hat and played with them."
She turned to the stove and peered into
a simmering pot. "Bah!" she spat out. "Second childhood!"
Uncle was on the verge of tears. "But the
castle, Evelyn. You couldn't have forgotten.
And the bush—we all went back into the
bush to look for rabbits. . . And when we
came back it was too late to go home and
we stayed in the old shack. And when we
went out the next morning, the sun was shining and the castle we had built in the sand
had dried and crumbled. It was gone. . . "
Aunt began to knead some dough that was
laid out on a wooden chopping board, her
unforgiving face showing her anger. Without
looking up, she said slowly, "You romance too
much. . . You and your castles. . . !!"
My Uncle got to his feet and walked into
the living-room, where he sat, abject and
silent. Aunt Evelyn worked steadily in the
kitchen, never once speaking to him or meeting his occasional timid glances. She was
angry and hurt, and most certainly baffled. . .
It was just that she couldn't understand why
a grown man should want to build castles in
the sand—like a child.

Colin Fields is a well-known free lancf writer of Perth.
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Not Have Fun?
Katharine

T

HE news that the National Theatre is at
last to have an artistic director and that
the University is at last to have a workshop
theatre is the most heartening that Perth
theatrelovers have received for a good many
years.
The Elizabethan Theatre Trust, with encouraging and complimentary remarks about
the standard of our Playhouse, has signed a
cheque for £2,250 to bring a practical man
of the theatre from abroad to Perth.
At the amateur level, student drama has
received a long-awaited boost by the allotment of a university hut for a theatre and
the friendly co-operative effort that is going
into the money-raising and voluntary labour
involved in equipping it.
Perth has a lively and growing interest in
theatre. There is no doubt of that, despite
the often-empty seats at the Playhouse and
His Majesty's. And the reason for those empty
seats is not, I believe, the result of poor talent
or audience apathy, but the lack of a wise and
enterprising administration.
Films and television have for too long
been made an excvise for failure in the
theatre. The answer is to give the audience
something that films and television cannot
give.
And what the living theatre has in abundance is that magical group experience which
makes the individual forget himself and his
troubles in the friendliest art form in the
world.
Anyone who has watched a domestic
comedy film at a drive-in cinema will know
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how hollow laughter sounds without the companionship of a packed house. How much
more exciting it is to feel that live bond between actors and audience which is recreated
each night across the footlights.
Perth theatre, now that we too have entered the television age, will need to be sure of
its direction if its progress is not to be retarded.
The National Theatre has gone a long
way since its opening in 1956 from its role
as a successful little amateur theatre to its
present amateur-professional standing. As a
commercial theatre it has lost the courage to
experiment with the box office and its cooperative bulk handling of amateurs (the
majority of whom have gone to Patch or for
acting training to the Theatre Guild). On the
other hand, it provides Perth with a regular
repertoire of a standard which compares well
with the other Australian capitals.
The main problem is the choice of play.
Unfortunately, the Playhouse has in the past
tried too many times to vie with the cinema
with plays like "Picnic," "Bus Stop" and "The
Desperate Hours," which had already been
seen here on the screen. "The 'Caine' Mutiny"
drew poor houses, not because it was bad
theatre or a poor production but because the
plot was too familiar and the courtroom setting too drab.
"A View from the Bridge" had a mediocre
season because its weakness is didacticism
and the production (which, by the way, received the General Motors Holden award for
the best professional production of the year)
gave more emphasis to the author's voice
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than to the character and meaning created in
the play's powerful action.
What the average theatregoer wants is
escape, not education. He wants colour, action, tension and a good plot. He wants to
join the crowd's excitement as he might at a
football match. Above all, he wants to use
his imagination, not to have the meticulous
reahsm of the Ibsen and Stanislavsky tradition do it for him.
Today, alas! we have an introverted
theatre. No-one will go to a play to feel his
own loneliness, but to escape it.
At this point, while we can still comfortably hope that a strong, fatherly hand will
come to guide the professional theatre in
Perth and that a well-equipped university
theatre may develop comparable with other
university theatres throughout the world, it
may be worthwhile to ponder on the direction in which our theatre may grow.
Since the birth of realistic drama it has
been fashionable to demand serious plays.
The big talking points have been Ibsen and
Shaw, Chekhov, O'Casey, Galsworthy, O'Neill,
Tennessee Williams and Arthur Miller.
And now after 80 years it is beginning to
seep through to us that it is not the "important" plays like "Ghosts," "Strife," "Murder in
the Cathedral" or "Uncle Vanya" which have
the popular successes, but "Chu Chin Chow,"
"Charley's Aunt" and "Life with Father."
Every now and then we have tried new
experiments—with mass movements in the
'30s, poetry in the '50s, with national characteristics, existentialism and the revival of
classic traditions. But while play writing, like
art and poetry, is becoming more and more a
private expression overheard by the public,
the fickle public is still flocking to see
"Charley's Aunt."
Is the public wrong? Might it not be
worth while dragging out that old unfashionable word "entertainment"?
This thought occurred to me while watching recently the first-night performance of
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"Hot Summer Night"—a play about tire
growing negro problem in Britain, well written and imaginatively produced. The audience sat admiring in their seats, applauding
each crisis and flattering at the interval. But
their very applause was a sign of their noninvolvement. "This is admirable," they were
saying, "but it leaves me cold."
The answer may be in the over-control of
the author—in his earnest desire for impartiality he has allowed none of his characters
to run away with his emotions and the result
is sincere but passionless.
On another occasion recently I was hstening to a discussion on theatre by the Fellowship of Australian Writers when two members rose simultaneously to describe their
most memorable moments of theatre. For
one it was in a Chinese theatre and for the
other in a Japanese.
At these performances they understood
not one word—but the colour, the miming,
the music and the strong pull on the imagination made this kind of theatre far more memoable than the balanced arguments of "Hot
Summer Night."
This idea of theatre as a mutual co-operative effort in which the drama plays upon the
imagination of the spectator and urges him
to response, seems to be an exciting one. It
means the almost total discarding of the
realistic stage with its artificial barrier of the
proscenium arch and its wealth of detail.
In what way might we reinstate the imagination?
Already there are sign-posts.
The only truly modern theatrical form
which holds regular top marks at the box
office is the musical comedy, which dates
from the 1890's. And the musical is blatantly
co-operative, jumping the footlights at the
first chorus to set us humming the tune.
Musicals, together with the circus and revue,
are the easiest and most matey forms of
theatre today.
And now the musical is becoming more
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Sophisticated and more serious witli successes
like Bernstein's "West-Side Story."
On another level there are new movements in London. There is Bernard Miles,
with his Mermaid Theatre-in-the-round at
Puddle Dock and his avowed intention of
giving everybody "a thundering good time."
Having done away with the proscenium arch
and the orchestra pit, he is producing old and
new plays of all kinds from "Henry V" in
modern dress to "Treasure Island," Sophocles'
"Antigone" and Brecht's "Galileo." His productions are unashamedly stagey, swamped
with effects, music and clever devices, and
the result is generally agreed to be the friendliest romp in London.
In Berlin, the late Bertold Brecht has over
years of experience founded a variety-style
drama with song and dance and in which
plot development is sacrificed for dramatic
symbols.
The plays of Brendan Behan are having a
similar effect and a big box-office with his
juxtaposition of the tragic and the ridiculous,
his songs and the exuberant emotive quality
of his text.
All these things are following the lead of
our friend's Chinese theatre in putting the
emphasis less on the spoken word and more
on the active production.
Even the French theatre, which has always been the most word-conscious of the
national groups, has produced Eugene lonesco
and Samuel Beckett to prove that a living
drama can grow from a nonsense script provided the basic dramatic situation is strong
and the instruments of sight and sound well
orchestrated.
In fact, the trend of all these writers, by
getting away from descriptive realism into
imaginative impressionism, is to embrace the
general instead of the particular and gather
up our common humanity instead of our individual experiences.
It is beginning to emerge that the wider
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the scope of a play's theme, the longer it is
likely to last.
The trend away from realism is beginning
to receive strong support from perceptive
theatre people. Former Elizabethan Theatre
Trust director Hugh Hunt, for example, who
published a book on "The Making of an Australian Theatre" before leaving the country,
wrote of our drama:
"Whilst it is too early to judge contemporary Australian dramatic literature, there is
about the plays that have so far been performed a depressing similarity. From 'Rusty
Bugles' onwards these plays have belonged to
'the slice of life' school.
"The danger of real life reproductions . . .
is that it draws theatre away from art, turning it into so close a reflection of life that its
magic spell is lost and its ritual no longer
exists. The closer you get to reproduction, the
further you get from the truth.
"The power of theatre is that it lifts us
out of ourselves; it allows us to divest ourselves of a personalised outlook. It sets free
our imagination, so that we can see and feel
more clearly and more deeply."
Good theatre, then, is an experience, not
an education. It is neither high-brow nor
low-brow but a sublime conflict of all the
elements, as Shakespeare achieved with the
clown who brought Cleopatra her asp.
If I were asked what productions seen in
Perth recently had this element of theatre
magic I would include "Charley's Aunt,"
which had a record success; "A Long Day's
Journey into Night," which played its short
season to packed houses; the Trust Players'
stylish production of "Man and Superman,"
which showed Shaw the clown at his best,
"Waiting for Godot," which had a notable
amateur season; and that sentimental old
Coward piece, "This Happy Breed" at Patch.
If I were asked to suggest some plays to
do, the problem is more difficult. I would
include those commended in this article,
authors like Giraudoux and Anouilh; the wit19

tiest plays of Shaw; some good Victorian
melodrama in an intimate and full-blooded
manner; Ben Jonson's "Volpone"; "The Knight
of the Burning Pestle" and Dekker's "The
Shoemaker's Holiday"; "The Agamemnon";
some of the mediaeval morality plays; the
new London socialist writer Arnold Wesker,
the Australian plays of Louis Esson . . . the
list is so arbitrary and so endless it is hardly
worth making.
But whatever we produce or write, let us
do it with enthusiasm. Let's do it for stimulation—and for fun.
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The Dark Night
Margaret

Jeffcott

I had thought that when he came
To my careful house where
I tongued soft syllables, I could feel no shame
For the unseen monster in its cellared lair.
I knew, as I knew my maiden bone.
The clinging shade of loneliness
Which spirit I thought, fused to spirit would
atone.
Would fire and dissolve to light and happiness.
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But that insatiable beast was not
An alien presence which about me trod.
To no other blind and conquerable force
could I allot
The terrible visitation to my flesh, of God.
From his lair the beast has sprung
And scoured my willing flesh with age
And spirit spurns flesh to which it clung
To wrap me round with loneliness, its wage.

MARGARET JEFFCOTT is a y o u n g poet and g r a d u a t e
the University of W.A.
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The Gravedigger
Griffith

Watkins

I

T had been a bad day for the birds; with
the new summer sun burning the sky into
faded crepe paper and the water restrictions
making the pigeons and seagulls jockeying
for the drops from the waterpipes of the riverfront ovals, cancel their long-standing amnesty and peck and jostle each other with
nervous movements of their quick, dry bodies.
Under the shade of the twitching zamia
palms stood the listless magpies; above them
the doves, gasping out the minutes under the
broad leaves of the plane trees.
In the cemetery everything was still; the
heads of the sheeny crows with their liquid
white eyes, stared foolishly at each other
through the bristling hotness of the mid-afternoon: and the parrots, which earlier had
jewelled their curved flight into the whitefenced reserve, were now trapped in the
smouldering banksia trees by the stupor that
had carefully settled over the city.
The old man who was crumpled brown
paper and rich earth; whose wrists and hands
were too big for his thin work-twisted frame,
lay near the fence under the pines and regarded the smooth cones of sand that stood
for his labour. He had begun early, well before seven ,tossing the dark yellow earth up
into the cool barrel of the sky; and now there
was one remaining grave to dig and he would
be able to laze away the remainder of the
afternoon.
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He struggled to his feet and walked to
where the shovel lay among the parched
grasses, its blade unrusted by constant use
and the marker's name smoothed into a rough
blur by the island of earth it had lifted. He
bent slowly and taking it by the top of its
long handle, dragged it along behind him.
Later, sprawling again on the sparse carpet of needles, the old man seemed to be trying to remember something; no animation
wound through the finely interlaced network
of lines that tattooed and creased his ancient
face. His spotted grey hat, lacking a band,
was jammed tightly on to his head of coarse
white hair. From time to time he ran the
grubby handkerchief across the nape of his
neck where the hair had been rudely hacked
by his own clippers, leaving a sharp incline
to the almost fragile brown skin that seemed
to barely cover the tendons there. From the
depths of the patched waistcoat he dragged
forth a huge watch by its chain and peered at
the hands settling over the faded Roman
numerals.
Standing at the bus stop, the old man
suddenly recognised the long green vehicle
plunging down the hill towards him; his
thick, sand-caked fingers with their cracked,
uncut nails moved spasmodically, and even
though the stop was plainly marked by its
bold black lettering on the brilliant yellow
background, still he waved it down, waiting
for it to become quite motionless before
clambering busily up the steep steps. He fell
into the bus and threw himself on to tlie
closest long seat adjacent to the door, sitting
in the centre of it and sprawling with the
impetus of the machine as it changed gears
and swung around the corner of the cemetery.
Those who were not too engrossed with
their papers and thoughts could have concluded that the old man was laughing; but he
wasn't: true, his mouth had fallen open and
the top teeth hung into view, but no sound
came from the narrow line of his lips; it was
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just that he Was gaping at the occupants of
the vehicle with the open curiosity and candour of a child. Some glanced at him and
quickly turned their heads back to their tabloids and windows, made uneasy by the reminder he brought of the transitory nature of
life; others inspected him more thoroughly,
a contempt they did not know of fluttering
into the corners of their faces as they stared
at the brown suit coat that lacked two buttons, the tissue thin grey trousers and the
heavy military boots which he had tied
around his sockless ankles in the manner of
footballers, the laces leading to the rear and
joined with a simple knot. A few of the passengers were fascinated by the patterns his
earth-dyed hands wrung from the stout elastic
band, twirling and twisting the rubber nervously back and forth. Perhaps no one noticed
the edge of heavy wrapping paper, crumpled
like an old map, that peeped from the lower
pocket of his waistcoat, his lunch wrapping,
each day carefully folded and taken home for
replenishment.
The bus sped easily along the trees that
bordered the streets until it joined the pulsing highway connecting the city with the
port. A mile further on it stopped for a short,
overfed woman who wore a saucer hat which
had a brilliant red band around it. She was
anxious to board the bus and in her haste
slipped on the third step and dropped a tremendous brown-papered parcel on to the
floor. She bent to pick it up, but the gravedigger had it first; he lifted it and boldly
dumped it down on the seat next to him and
as she moved to claim it he looked up at her
for her benediction. She thanked him in a
quick, high voice and as there were no other
vacant seats to be seen, plumped down fussily
next to him.
"Probably broken everything," she explained to those in the bus who wanted an
explanation.
"No wonder I'm furious; shunted off one
bus into another; all because of overloading."
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The old man hung on to every word, putting his face close to hers, trying to catch the
syllables and own them, his mouth moving
faintly with the effort.
Then she really noticed him, and eyed
him, not with distrust or revulsion, but with
a studied indifference. He smiled disarmingly
and twined the elastic band fiercely. She
turned her head away and watched the buildings float by. The old man continued to stare
at her profile.
The bus grappled with the hills and pulled
up in the centre of the next suburb. Then
into the vehicle clambered a paunchy, roundfaced man of fifty. He was dressed in coarse
but clean working clothes; the rakish straw
hat perched above the full, round face had
the brim turned up in a perpetual smile. He
had come from the well-kept municipal gardens nearby where he trimmed the lawns and
nursed the roses. He exuded contentment and
success.
He purposely moved away from the space
offered by the gravedigger and walked down
the bus and found himself a seat next to a
serious young man in spectacles who had his
face hidden by a paperback novel. The old
man stared after the gardener sadly: it was
doubtful if he had recognised the snubbing
as such, for no trace of resentment touched
the hawk simplicity of the long face. He
looked down the bus at the cherry face of the
rose gardener trying to will him to look up
the aisle and recognise him.
The rose gardener's journey lasted only a
mile. Then he swung himself to his feet and
walked confidently down the swaying bus to
the steps. As the brakes were applied and all
occupants moved forward, he passed the old
man, who put out his great brown hand and
tugged lightly at his sleeve. With a detached
air, almost condescending in its stiffness, the
gardener patted the gravedigger once upon
the shoulder.
"Hullo, old man" was all he said; and the
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accent was a foreign oiie. The old man's face
became animated and his lips moved excitedly, bvit he had no time to frame the words,
for the rose gardener skipped agilely from the
steps on to the footpath, even before the bus
had pulled up.
The old man swerved around in his seat,
brushing the fat lady with his knees as he
pressed his face to the glass to watch the man
he had known for a year walk off down the
pavement. He watched him until the curve
of the road lost him from sight. The lady in
the red hat had moved to the edge of the
seat, watching the gravedigger from the corner of her eye, an aura of distaste moulding
the grosser areas of her face.
The old man turned back sadly and applied himself to the mysteries of the elastic
band.
As the bus moved over the smooth surface
of the traffic bridge, the old man pulled himself to his feet and clung to the chromium
handrail. The bus drew up and he moved
tenderly down the vibrating steps, reached
the ground and trudged off with his back
bent over by the incline of the footpath.
From the small store he bought the two
loaves of bread, the tin of dog food and the
bottle of milk; one loaf would be for himself
and the dog, the other for the gulls. He
moved slowly down the hill where the river,
in plain view, was lanced by the sun.
He trudged along, dwarfed by the tov/ering half-completed fishing boats on the slips
and the scoffing warehouses. The river was
growing still and the hum of the traffic on the
bridge was easih discernible. He turned the
bend in the river road where the bamboos
caressed each other, and looked towards the
limestone cliffs.
He had a dwelling where the river ran into
the harbour, the banks clustered with flaking
storehouses and scarred boat-sheds; where
the shore w^as constantly littered with rusting
iron and crumbling driftwood, and where the
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fierce harbour current caused the river to
gnaw hungrily at the easily dissolved limestone banks. The old man's home was of rusting iron and warped jarrah. He had lived his
whole life here and in his younger days had
anchored a sixteen-foot boat a stone-throw
from his front lawn. There was a crazed
wooden-framed fence with meshed wire
stretched across it and a savage stretch of
weeds now marked the lost garden and lawn;
the path had cracked and disappeared long
ago and now a worn, curved track ran through
the wild oats to the disintegrating front steps.
The verandahs had boards missing and he
had boarded up a broken side window with a
piece of a tea chest.
There was a small, unkempt backyard that
ended abruptly against a tall wind-pocked
limestone cliff. On its summit the busy
modern houses displayed their television
aerials.
He had his bed behind the stained canvas
blind on the front verandah; it was cool and
quiet there in summer, except when a noisy
party visited the oyster patch nearby; then
the dog would bark and he would awaken
and stretch out his hand to quieten it.
The old man was almost smiling now, for
he knew that the plump little black and white
terrier would be waiting for him, its jet, cold
nose pressed through the wire. On recognising him, it would prance up and down on the
spot and whine excitedly. The ritual would
begin when he passed the oyster patch; the
dog would then back away and prepare, with
much arranging of its short, sturdy legi, to
leap the fence. Suddenly it would bounce
through the angled maze of yellowing stalks
and throw itself at the fence. Kicking itself
from the ground, it would rise to the flat board
at the top, its stubby front paws gripping the
timber as the quick hind ones stabbed at the
\\'ire below. With a straining effort it would
lever itself over the barrier and sprint to its
master, jumping and barking until it was
picked up. It had always been content to
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remain within the confines of the property
until its master came into sight.
But tonight the dog was not to be seen.
As he hobbled closer, the old man was
thinking that perhaps it had dozed off in the
heat of the verandah; perhaps a cat had
startled it; perhaps it had taken to the fence
when another dog had challenged it.
The dog was lying near the cracked front
steps among the whispering yellow stalks; it
lay quite still. The old man called its name
and, dropping his provisions, hurried across
to it.
Its green eyes were open and two large
black ants clung on to the smooth black skin
of its lower lip. The old man bent over his
dog and felt for its heart.
It was dead.
A slow moan was loosened from the little
man's lips as, by habit, he began stroking its
head.
The dusk quietness was settling over the
river as the old gravedigger lifted the stiff
and heavy body of the dog and staggered to
the back of the house. He placed the animal
carefully beside the towering sunflower plants
and then went into his crumbling toolshed.
He returned with a thin spade.
As he prised open the reluctant grey earth,
tears bubbled from his eyes, and the unsated
gulls, which he usually fed at this hour,
walked up and down the rocks that bordered
the road, swearing impatiently at each other.
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The Bus Driver
Peter

Jeffery

Each day the little school bus churns the
seasons away
A worn tyre makes the rise and fall of burnished corn
a thousand miles claimed on departmental
forms
in the windfalls of apples, bare trees
is that first shower of conception
and the drying of blood to make that tidal sea
in which the foetal summer son is born.
An engine change is three crops, and scrabbling hens past their
prime or a young farm boy
finally fishing the last minnows from the pool
and crying at the sterility of his conquest.

But to the worried little man peering
through the wall of water
or sweating behind the shield of burning glass
the children's voices come ominous as crows
in the tired evenings
as meaningless as cows on frosty mornings
The seasons are so much fat on his wife
so much education for his son
so much recrimination at foolish contracts
so that he does not notice
that the snake is a rainbow
as he slams his wheels across it, nor
in the summer freezing of school holidays
does he notice
the autumnal weeds and the delicate flower
beneath the sleeping wheels.

PETER JEFFERY i« a teacher, poet and external student of
the University of W.A.

The Old Sailor
Chilled to the eternal platitudes
he sucks his pipe with wry amusement,
telling with many-faceted words his tales;
unwinding in thought a rope, now coiled, of
days
slack and rotting, with only the memory of
strength
in storm, when braced for adventure with the
slapping sail.
Happiness, that weather-cock word,
has swung hardover North for him. His
grandchildren,
from an alien hemisphere of spice and peacocks
hear only the southward music when they
listen;
see, when the tumble of long-ago storms
deepen his voice,
those are not tears on his cheeks, but diamonds that glisten.
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Michael Collins
Now that my time too has swung
hardover into his grey and gentle calm,
May my words not idly thump at rotting
hulls
with old companions reverberant to old
stories wrung
by the tired moon, where the troubadour gulls
have to the sea-god of storms their defiance
flung-

MICHAEL COLLINS is an external student of the University of W.A.
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A Literary Prize for W.A. Writers
G. M. Glaskin

S

seller, but not necessarily a hterary achievement. The ratio is even lower for attaining
the dubious honour of filmdom.
Authors' advances, until they attain sufficient reclame, are infamously small—beginning with £50 to £75, and rising to £500, very
rarely higher. Even if the book is successful,
royalties take about two years to accrue into
a worthwhile sum, and film payments about
a year after selection. In the meantime, to
write his book, an author may have forsaken
what he could have earned by other labour
for anything from six months to a year, often
much longer, and use up all his financial resources. His financial return may well be
considerably lower than the basic wage—and,
of course, is subject to income tax — but
reaches him far too late for him to proceed
immediately with another work.
I have said that W.A. authors may well
lose their local flavour in their writing, and
for several reasons. To learn how to write, I
myself started with short stories, but at a time
when there was a considerable market for
them locally. Now there is practically no
market at all. Short stories are no longer published in any local publication for the general
public, but only, to my knowledge, in the
University magazine. Westerly. The market
has also diminished throughout Australia
because of the "wads" of syndicated material
offered from overseas at rates that preclude
competition from local writers for even a
few pounds, apart from having to compete
in quality, or "slickness", with the most renowned of world writers. Therefore I do
not know where the aspiring young writer
here today can even start to learn his craft.
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INCE my return to Perth, I have asked in
several public talks for a literary prize to
be founded here. Some who have heard me
—the general public, journalists, and even
fellow creative writers—have obviously only
half-listened, or heard only part of what I
have said, and consequently grossly misinterpreted my statements and suggestions in their
comments to the press and radio. Once again,
I wish to clarify myself.
I ask for a "prize" to be founded here for
our writers who, despite the tremendous odds
against success in this most highly competitive fleld of art, have nevertheless attained
the distinction over the last few years of,
firstly, providing one of the largest number of
writers per head of population for any place
in the world and, secondly, attaining three^
British Book Society Becommendations in
competition with all writers from all over the
world published in English, whether directly
or by translation. Considering that London
publishes 20,000 books a year, and the Society
selects or recommends only 24 books monthly
from all sections of publishing—fiction, history, biography, travel, poetry, etc.—this is
quite an achievement.
Unfortunately, these recommendations do
not necessarily guarantee the authors a financial remuneration commensurate with their
labours. Publishers and agents have told me
that the average return to the author for a
book is £200 to £300, often much less, only
rarely more. Yet these published books represent less than 3% of all books written,
which means that 97% of those actually completed never see the light of day. Of those
published, only 1 in 1,000 becomes a best-

let alone to become a novelist. So the first
thing I have asked for is to have short stories
restored to local magazines and newspapers.
Next: novels are facing even greater
competition, or extinction, if for different
reasons. The advent of films was bad
enough, but now television has robbed the
novelist of an even greater audience. Books
have a lot of other entertainments to compete against. However, fortunately, there
are still some readers left in the world. Even
so, the world's cost-of-living has risen to
such an extent that books, although they
have not risen commensurately in price, are
too expensive for a great number of the
population to buy. This has resulted in the
tremendously flourishing "industry" of cheap,
soft-cover editions. But the preponderance
of soft-cover publishers demand what they
call a "robust" novel, which means, quite
frankly, "lurid". Consequently, writers write
them. Even the "hard-back" publisher, facing
diminishing returns, selects for his own lists
novels with this "robust" touch—because he
shares a considerable percentage with the
author of the soft-cover sales, and so assures
himself of greater profits.
Western Australia has little of this "lurid"
appeal for background. I don't think we are
a "lurid" people. The State still attracts few
tourists. We are, perhaps, one of the most
isolated white communities in the world, Consequently, I have been asked by my own
London publisher to set a novel in a "betterknown" part of the world, particularly as I
have been fortunate enough both to travel
and to live overseas. They would have preferred A Change of Mind to have been set in
London rather than Perth, which it could so
easily have been; and the film's locale will
possibly be changed to there. There are no
W.A. publishers of world repute, so a writer
must rely on markets elsewhere. To be successful, he must study and comply with their
requirements, or get nowhere at all. Need I
say more?
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Now, 1 have asked for a hterary prize td
be founded, firstly to keep our writers writing,
and secondly to keep them writing about
W.A. There is little incentive or even encouragement now for them to do so. Yet it is
the writer who will make the State known to
the world. In doing this, tourism can increase, businesses of all kinds expand, and,
above all, we can develop a pride in our own
attainments—in the literary field and otherwise—merely because the rest of the world
becomes acquainted with us. There is only
one such prize in the whole of Australia,
founded by our famous late authoress. Miles
Franklin, of an annual £500 for the best Australian work. In Britain, I know of at least 25
such prizes . There is, I am happy to say, the
Australian Commonwealth Literary Fund
which gives, now, three^ annual awards of
£1,000 to deserving authors to write a book.
But this is not what I have asked for in
W.A. Worthy as this may be for some writers,
I still believe that a writer will find a
way to write a book if he wants to badly
enough. Of course, if he is assisted when he
cannot provide the means for himself, all the
better. But I have asked for a prize for an
"accomplished" work, not a "potential" one; a
work which, perhaps because of its very literary value, is quite uncommercial, though it
may well become so years or even decades
later, like Tom Collins' Such Is Life. I have
not asked particularly for it to be Government
sponsored, but if W.A. cannot provide a private individual, or individuals, to found such
a prize, then the Government should be urged
to do so.
I have suggested a sum of £25,000—not
annually, but only once—to be invested to
finance "for perpetuity" a prize of £1,000 for
a book, £100 for a short story, and the balance to pay judges and maintain the fund,
which, invested at current trustee rates,
should earn £1,250 per annum. £1,000 is little
enough for a year's "specialised" work. And
the annual list of W.A. works, with its high
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standard, \vould make difficult judging indeed.
£25,000 is not much to ask, compared with
£200,000 for an aquatic centre, £750,000 for a
cathedral in the wheat-belt, or the millions
spent annually on sport and race-tracks. Even
so, it need not be as much as the initial
£25,000—or the prize for a book as much as
£1,000—if W.A. is really too poor to raise
such a sum. Overseas awards range from £30
to £12,500. The larger the prize, naturally,
the greater the respect for it, as substantiated
by the Nobel, Pulitzer, Somerset Maugham
Prizes and the Prix Goncourt, to name but a
few. W'.A. could so easily, and so cheaply,
rank itself with these great names. To do this
alone would immediately bring us much more
into world limelight, and perhaps even attract
great writers to live here when, for climatic
or taxation antipathies, they have gone to
similar climates and conditions in U.S.A. and
the European Riviera.
Such a prize, I contend, will not parochialise W.A. \\Titing, for it can be awarded to a
W.A.-born writer for a book set in Greenland
or Timbuctoo if he wishes, to an overseas
wTiter using a W.A. locale (such as the late
Nevil Shute), or a writer here merely temporarily—providing there is some West Australian connection with either the work or the
writer, and whether or not the writer is new
or already established. I myself might want
to write another book on Singapore, or, for
fresh fields, Antarctica.
Some have argued that any good book
written on Western Australia will find public
acclaim and financial reward here. They are
talking through a hat they have no right to
\N'ear. I could name dozens of such books,
but will content myself with H. Drake-Brockman's work of painstaking research. The
Wicked and the Fair; Alexandra Hasluck's
Portrait loith Background, and, for one written in V\'.A. on a Commonwealth Grant but
set in Japan, Hal Porter's A Handful of Pennies. Had these people not had the financial
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resources themselves to write subsequent
books, or received a Commonwealth Grant as
in the case of Hal Porter, they might very
well have become so disillusioned and disgusted as never to put pen to paper again.
We can spend considerable sums on music,
if only to support the A.B.C. Symphony Orchestra, and on Art, Science, Architecture
and, most of all, sport; but nothing—nothing
at all—on writers. And yet, have we completely forgotten that "In the beginning was
the Word"—and also that it was the Word
that was made flesh?
G. M. GLASKIN is a successful novelist from P e r t h , with a
n u m b e r of best sellers to his credit.
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Holy War on the Doghouse
Paul Carroll

1

F it was a respectable hotel like yours,
Mr. Turner," said Smithson the baker,
"we'd have no part in the controversy."
"Yes, there are standards, certainly. And
I'm not one to grind an only competitor.
But you're right; yes, you're quite right."
When Smithson left. Turner mused. He
wondered how this all started. Probably
some woman flying off the handle, about her
near-inebriate spouse, to a wowsery neighbour. Then the local temperance mob taking
it up. Now it appeared that a section of the
church has added sanctimony to the cause;
for Smithson was a leading 'pillar' and this
meant that the matter might soon reach the
pulpit.
Of course, the press was well to the fore.
Turner looked again at the letter to the editor
from 'Pro Bono Publico':—
"When will our city fathers apply or alter
the existing by-laws to erase that disgusting
edifice which disgraces the gateway to our
beautiful township? When will
"
Then the leading article tagged along:—
"This paper continues to pursue its impartial role in the community but cannot
ignore that an examination of the Health Act
might well disclose that a certain sub-standard structure in the town remains, contrary
to the interests of public protection."
Turner was in a happy position. For once
in his life he saw some profit in being moral.
He sat down and wrote as 'Public Spirited
Citizen':—
"I read with great interest the intelligent
remarks of 'Pro Bono Publico' and the most
courageous elucidation of the controversy in
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your leading article. I therefore heartily endorse
"
Thus town morality had a veritable force
on its side. The respectable element, the
press, very likely the pulpit, and soon to be
bludgeoned was the town council.
To look at the suffering old building it
seemed to know this well.
Even the highway edged itself only as
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close as was strictly necessary where the old
hotel cringed back on a weed-tattered corner
block on the outskirts of the town. And a
low encircling verandah, like a battered hat
pulled well down over its ugly age-scarred
face, gave a pathetic impression that it was
hiding its identity as best it could.
A various succession of names, one time
sign written, had long been obscured by
weathering. Perhaps only the licensing court
and an odd old-timer knew its original name.
However, the townspeople were content with
two separate images.
The first was an abstraction; a tainted
thought in the minds of respectable people
and quickly spat out of their mouths as 'that
place.'
If you used imagination the other image
was positive. Ordinary people spoke simply
of 'The Doghouse.'
But it was not always like this. In the
'sixties' history knew it by a proud name when
the railway terminated close by. Travellers
then found it a comfortable headquarters
from which to penetrate the outback; thus it
became a last lingering thought of civilisation before the days of hardship ahead.
However, the extending of the railway to
the South Australian border was a coincidence with the movement of the township
further away to the higher slopes. Thus the
old hotel lost its significance and, with the
building of the newer 'Commercial,' most of
its trade—that is from the respectable people.
So if the history of the old place could not
be forgotten it was indeed resented; no doubt
because it did not survive respectable. And
that, in typical fashion, was one motive for
its suppression in the guise of having the
place demolished.
And neither was there anything refined
about the 'Doghouse' of the moment. Its interior was equally rugged to its outside appearance. Long hard benches were adequate
for the odd patrons who wanted to sit. And
a similar utility applied to the wide sturdy
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island bar counter—at first glance a protective separation between the barman and the
patrons on the opposite side.
But the main contrast was the opposite to
the theory that dilapidation is synonymous
with degradation. For the 'Doghouse' patrons
lived and drank a truth that good humour
and natural roughness may not only be complementary but, as often, are inseparable.
And the more you looked at it the now
popular contempt for the 'Doghouse' drinker
was a long-standing conception of class. They
were working men: wood-cutters, railwaymen, shearers and general labourers. There
was only one exception: a stubbly-faced idler,
a giant who never paid for his beer.
Their private lives were obscure. The
known extremes seemed to indicate, on one
hand, a 'top-gun' shearer who maintained a
slattern, and, on the other hand, a labourer
who married a social snob. Somewhere between the high-income hovel and the nearpoverty show-piece the rest of the mob had
their place.
Yet the main crime of the 'Doghouse'
drinker seemed to be his contentment. Terrible it was to sin but damnable it must be to
deliberately ignore the outside symbols of
respectability; to commit the heresy of denying the existence of the sacred words frugality, thrift, industry, sobriety—surveillance
that should maintain a working man in his
allotted strata of society. Of these things the
'Doghouse' drinkers shared a mutual sense of
easy independency, temporary as it was, and
thus did they drink, laugh and argue their
points of view in the same manner.
Only when argument threatened to disturb the haven did the stubbly-faced idler
move in. That was the reason he never paid
for his beer.
But there was a mind that was analysing
the whole affair in a quite different perspective to the press, the pulpit and the respectable people.
Sergeant Murphy saw a tinge of envy
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priming the surge of self-righteousness. He
saw a measure of opportunism in the hangerson that helped to inflame the crusade. But,
above all, he observed the the foolish tampering with a barrel of social gunpowder—
the Existing Order. But the Sergeant was no
social idealist. He was simply a practical
policeman. He knew all about the 'Doghouse'
drinkers, but it had also paid him to know a
lot about the respectable people, too.
He read the local press account of the preelection council meeting:—
"The Mayor, Cr. Clarkson, in making his
annual report referred to the question of
sub-standard public places. He appealed to
every councillor to personally examine the
Health Act and so assist in guiding the activities of the municipal health officer towards a
specific structure."
It was as plain as daylight. A voters' pressure group acting on the retiring councillors
who in turn publicly ganged-up on the health
officer, who in turn had his job to keep and
a family to feed.
The 'Doghouse' was plainly doomed . . .
at the moment.
"So it has gone this far," meditated the
Sergeant. Then he decided firmly: "Quite far
enough."
He felt it would be necessary to make
only one call.
At the 'Commercial' he gazed silently at
the jug of beer placed discreetly at his elbow.
He spoke.
"There will, of course, have to be some
alteration to our previous arrangements," he
told Mr. Turner.
Turner did not catch on, so the Sergeant
continued:
"At the moment I have a certain element
of the town contained in an area where they
are easily watched and, if necessary, effectively handled." The Sergeant was giving
Turner every chance to react in a sensible
way. He watched Turner, then added:
"And you will realise that during the
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recent bushfires it was only necessary to have
motor trucks call at the place to obtain those
volunteers who saved so much life and property."
The Sergeant noted a trace of an indulgent smile on the face of the publican and
watched it disappear as he made himself
clearer.
"It would mean that the movement of so
many drinkers to a monopoly hotel would
increase the licensing supervision."
Turner's face showed that he had now
caught on quick. His brain was working
arithmetically, comparing the income of the
present after-hours trade at inflated prices
against the enforced lawful hours of the
added 'Doghouse' drinkers. He nervously
pushed the jug of beer closer to the Sergeant.
Sergeant Murphy bid Turner "Good-day."
"I am wondering," Turner remarked, as
casual as he could, to Smithson as the baker
delivered his bread, "whether the problem
should not be approached in a different way."
Smithson did not get the point, so Turner
elaborated:
"I don't think it is a good idea to press for
regulation enforcement in a free society. And
restraint of trade is not a liberal attitude."
Turner then lowered his eyes and added
softly but nonetheless forcefully:
"The Health Act is a far-reaching instrument that not only applies to buildings but to
the methods of conducting one's business,
and"—he paused—"the ingredients of manufacture."
Smithson nearly went white with enlightenment. The last thing he wanted was a
health inspector hanging around his bakery.
They left each other with an unspoken
sense of mutual understanding.
"It might be a great advantage to the
town if the property becomes vacant," Smithson told Clarkson, the mayor.
Clarkson listened, courteous but impatient, as he always did when Smithson
bailed him up. He considered Smithson a bit
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of an old woman, but nevertheless a voter
and more so an influence on voting. But he
was now trying to catch up on back repairs
at his garage and he wished Smithson would
have his say and go.
"That old hotel being on a corner block
might attract the oil companies," Smithson
continued somewhat insistently. "We might
even get a nice modern service station to
brighten up the town entrance."
Smithson saw that he was standing suddenly alone. Clarkson was barking something
urgently into his office telephone.
The reverend gentleman was feeling old
and confused. Only a week ago they had
suggested that the wrath of God was not fully
enough stressed in cases of flagrant perdition
in a certain place of ill-fame in the community. Now, as the door closed behind
them, he reflected on the sudden change of
attitude. Human failings in society needed
charity and tolerance, they pointed out, and
he was certainly in accord with them.
Yet the reverend was relieved. The terms
of his association with ordinary men would
continue as before. All too few ever saw the
inside of his church, but many there were
who always returned a greeting in their own
rough, generous way. His position somehow
became strangely justified when he spoke to
the common man.
The press, traditionally flexible, was able
to change overnight.
Sergeant Murphy relaxed.
The 'Doghouse' drinkers did not celebrate.
They were as insulated to the outcome as
they were to the course of the controversy.
Perhaps the highway edged a little nearer
to the old building.
The stubbly-faced idler continued to drink
his free beer.
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Our Mythical Ancestors
A Review—Article by A. King

E

VERYONE is interested in history; we are immersed in it; we travel into the future carrying
our history with us and adding to it day by day.
We differ enormously, however, in the amount of
history that we take with us, and in the way we are
conscious of it. Some do not take much more than
their own personal history; others take the history
of their family, their immediate community; others
go further and further back, carrying a consciousness of their race, and of human kind. We cannot
attend to all history in the same way. The further
back we go from ourselves the more impersonal it
becomes and, for most people other than professional
historians and students of history, the more boring.
History is the memory of how 'we' lived in the past,
exciting if it is as vividly present to us as our own
remembered lives—exciting because we feel heirs to
a richer, denser, living; feel a piirposefulness working with us from the past; feel the presence of
energies that sustain us by their image of what we
are or can be.

education they rarely read professional history; they
read memoirs, letters, diaries, historical novels. They
read, I would like to think, Mary Durack's chronicle
of her own family, which is a history of the way 'we'
lived in this country from just before the first gold
rushes to the end of the century. Most of us are
not related, of course, to the Durack family by blood;
we are related to them by inheriting the results of
their lives' work, and, more important, by accepting
them in imagination as our mythical ancestors, whose
lives helped to shape our way of life, and still help
to inform and criticise what we are and what we do
today.

But a valuable, usable history like this has to be,
for most people, full of the particular and the personal, like fiction. What is abstract, what is a pattern
of forces, relations between impersonally noted facts,
does not easily become a way of remembering. I do
not mean that professional history is useless. On the
contrary, it has perhaps the same relation to the
recreation of remembered life as theology has to the
personal practice of religion: it is a source of reli
ability . Nevertheless, when people finish their formal

The problems of writing a family chronicle like
this are formidable. If it succeeds in being no more
than a private peep-show of interest only to bloodrelations it is not worth publishing, not worth making public. If it tries to be more universal by using
the formal account of historians to give its characters
historical significance, it loses its point. For its point
is to tell the story of a family in such a way that it
becomes the story, the history, of a people, a country.
Judith Wright chose the easier way to do this, in her
recent biography, Generations of Men. Though the
book is based on family letters, diaries, and the living
memory of her relatives, she shaped it as imaginative
fiction, giving herself the freedom to 'invent'—a process which, as we know from literature, is often the
most vivid and the surest way to truth-to-life. It is a
legitimate way and, in her case, an immensely successful way of writing history.

KINGS IN GRASS CASTLES
Mary Durack
(Constable and Co., London,

Mary Durack chose the harder way. To select
from a wilderness of facts those which will speak as
vividly as her own inventive imagination would wish
them to; to have to shape what was given to her,
and to compel it to release a coherent story; to be
deprived of the immediate lucidity, brevity, likeli-
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ness which a creative writer can find in material
formed by the shaping power of the mind, and which
is so hard to find in material that others have fonned;
to have to avoid the meaningless and trivial, even
when it keeps insisting that it is important because
it happened; it was an immense task; but one that
the writer has done with a sustained piety, imagination, and unflagging interest.
What I have said will, 1 hope, show with what
sympathetic understanding we ought to regard the
minor weaknesses of the book. It is probably too
long. It occasionally moves stickily, as though the
facts presented had come so glued in bundles together that nothing the author could do could free
their movement. It sometimes takes in too much.
But, on the whole, I found the writer's mastery over
the material brilliantly sustained. This mastery is,
finally, felt as style. The Durack ancestors speak to
us directly out of the book in their own words; but
the writer has so entered into their lives, their characters, that she can speak for them, and recreate them
in description, with the same vividness; and she has,
for tlie most part, given the general history, in which
her family found themselves moving and which they
helped to shape, the same living immediacy, so that
we move from family chronicle to general history
and back with ease and feel the unity and identity
of both.
The chronicle-history of this family has the very
greatest interest for us, for I cannot imagine a family
which could represent more dramatically the story
of Australian fife, and the creation of a country of
resourceful, even heroic, 'mediocrity' (the term Mary
Durack uses)—a country without the virtues and
vices of peasant and aristocrat, a country whose
'soul' we are fighting for now, with the memory
that its tough foundations were laid with such crude
honesty, such love of putting life to the test, such
candid greed, siicli outrageous but not hypocritical
violence.
The Durack family came to Australia from Ireland
as poor as it is possible to be in wealth, rich in an
almost legendary family background. They arrived,
in fact, with family pride, with the habits of complete self-dependence, with nothing to lose, with an
inbred love of land; and these things fostered just
that resourceful recklessness and the appetite for
family 'estate' which the almost preposterous freedom and opportunity of Australia could satisfy. They
turned into Australians in a twinkling, not resisting
(as so many did) for a moment the way they themselves had to be altered in order to ride their unmotherly adopted contry into submission, into giving
'place' to them at least.
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Their first family homes were typically Australian,
made of slab timber and stringybark, with greenhide
hinges on the shutters, an open lean-to kitchen, and
floors strewn with hides, rough-hewn furniture, bed
coverings of pelts—^the home of the unsettled, temporary as so much Australian building has been. We
have never been a rooted people.
"Out there," Grandfather Patsy declared, "are
kingdoms waiting to be claimed."
"Out there," said Grandmother Gostello, "ye will
be having your bones picked white by dingoes and
crows."
Temporary lodging places; the out-there kingdoms waiting to be claimed; the dingoes and crows
waiting also for the casualties; the Durack family,
aUied to the Gostello family, proliferating in every
direction, pushing out over half Australia, coming as
far as our north-west round the curve of a continent,
claiming kingdoms for a time, fighting the dingodroughts, the dingo-heat, the dingo-Ionehness: not
easily settling, not contentedly rooting dovvm and
husbanding. It is the history of a family which is
the early history of our country. And one senses the
land not wanting to be changed from its old habits
of silence and emptiness, habits which allowed the
aboriginals their undisturbing lightness of movement
over the surface, but which often responded to the
white man's wish to change, to estabfish rule, by
dying with inhuman patience. "Cattle Kings ye call
us, then we are Kings in grass castles that may be
blown away upon a puff of wind."
Tile history of this family does not lead to a
climax of success or failure; it just stops, as Mary
Durack's account stops with an epilogue to bring it
up to date. The early years of Australia were in
essence a continual exploration, not merely of unknown land, but of what could or could not be done,
of what life was possible or impossible for man and
beast. After exploration comes something different.
I find it ironic to think of the shrinking withdrawal
into coastal cities that comes next, out of the harsh
world in which the Durack family spent their lives
with such unsubduable hope; ironic to think of the
coming of the regulated day's work crowned with
the ^nice night's entertainment'.
But the memory, through such a book, of how
'we' lived, should be of great value to us. The discovering, travelling, recklessness of this family might
make our timidity and our complacency in the face
of many of our quite different problems something
hard to endure.

A. KING is reader in English at the University of W.A.
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The End of
Modernity?
THE END OF MODERNITY
James McAuley
(Angus and Robertson,
Sydney,
17/6)

W

E may today be uncertain of
much; but one aspect of our
times that seems undeniable is
that we are living in an age of
impersonality.
There are, I
venture to say, more people in
Western Australia known by number than by name. The joyful
tidings of the mid-20th Century
are statistics; number is the magic
key from cradle to grave, from
natural birth control to 1 in 8 who
die of cancer. It is the heyday of
fact-finding and the more or less
demonstrable laws of the empirical sciences.
The artist does not use such
language. That practical intellect
whereby the painter, the poet or
the craftsman judges that this
painting, this poem, this chair is
well-made tends to be forgotten
or disregarded today as mere
woolly self-opinionation. The notice on the factory gate reads:
'Hands wanted', not 'Men wanted'. The judgment of the artist
is often as undemonstrable as the
judgment of the saint. Both are
suspect.
This, I think, is one reason why
the artist has become isolated from
his society, and there has been a
tendency for him sometimes to
cherish his 'naivete' as Matisse has
called it, to become uncertain in
his isolation and sometimes too
subjective. The artist finds it
necessary today to re-assess his
position, to steer his own course,
when he is no longer moving
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along an obvious current of tradition.
James McAuley's new book is
a collection of essays falhng into
three parts: culture and the modern West, paintings and sculpture,
and poetry. This reviewer proposes discussing only the second
section. I think I state McAuley's
position fairly when I say that
whereas he considers that the
"traditional view of art looks primarily to the use and meaning of
the artifact", the contemporary
view is one of "art for art's sake",
and this has led to a degradation
from—to take McAuley's analogy
—'"rhetoric, the art of verbal communication, into sophistic, the art
of verbal gratification and display."
He says we have a "veritable
cult of originality" and having no
transcendent myths which are
more or less universally held, we
have as a result merely a "kaleidoscope of fashions", a resorting to
"exoticism and pastiche"; "it is
nothing for him (Picasso) to cannibalise two or three traditional
styles in order to produce one
phase of his own display". The
last sentence of Mr. McAuley's
essays on Beauty, Use and Meaning admits a point that he does
not, in my opinion, consider seriously enough: "The creation and
appreciation of a truly traditional
art requires that one place oneself at the point of view of a coherent spiritual and social culture
which is not very easy to do in
our present condition". Not very
easy indeed! There is no denying
that what we might call Popular
Art, in the best meaning of the
word, has suffered most in the development of our western civilisation from the Renaissance to our
day. Mr. McAuley, however, does
not consider this distinction between Popular Art and what is
called, for want of a better name.
Fine Art; the one that serves a
function for a group or a society.

and of course may be very good
art at that, and the other that
serves a function for the individual person. 'I do not want to
paint pictures, but just coloured
paintings to which everyone can
attach their dreams," said Roger
Bissiere.
.Mr. McAuley's argument from
the art of New Guinea, or from
the Byzantine period, does not demonstrate that contemporary art
is in a cul-de-sac, but that socially
conscious popular art has suffered
severely. Nor can Mr. McAuley
as an avowed Catholic argue that
this is a very bad thing. The person takes precedence over the individual in Catholic theology, and
contemporary art in the West,
though it may lack breadth of appeal, at least upholds the dignity
of a person, whereas the recent
exhibition of Russian paintings at
the Royal Academy in London illustrates what happens today when
the painter paints for the other,
i.e., society. If this dichotomy between popular art and fine art be
granted, then one explanation for
just poor art in churches during the
last two centuries, of which McAuley rightly complains, is that
the decorators have opted for the
crowd the mythical popular taste.
It is true, I think, that in a
healthy society fine art grows from
popular art; but is our civilisation
healthy and sound? The artist's
isolation is forced on him, not
chosen. To say that "No artist
really wants to spend his days
spinning irrelevant artifacts out of
his navel" is merely McAuley's
indulgence in a purple passage.
He may as a man wish to change
society to bring back a coherence
made possible by some universally
held transcendent idea of truth,
but it is dangerous to attempt it
as an artist. In the meantime, I
think we would be right to side
with Jacques Maritain (whom McAuley criticises) when speaking of
painters such as Braque, Klee,
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Rouault, Cezanne and Chagall.
Maritain says: "Our feeling that
we are in the presence of an exceptionally great epoch comes
from the fact that on the one hand
never was painting so purely
painting and on the other hand
never in painting was such poignant humanity united with such
powerful penetration of visible
things through the simultaneous
manifestations of the painter's
creative self and of the occult
meanings gra.sped by him in
reality".
We are to be grateful to James
McAuley for this book. The essays are written with penetration
and lucidity and will no doubt
provoke much discussion; he has
brought reason and intellect to
bear on a subject which all too
often is considered only from feelings.
iS

o

o

This review by the well-known
Sydney artist, John Ogburn, appears by courtesy of the Contemporary Art Society of N.S.W.

Mediocre
Competence
AUSTRALASIAN POETRY,
1959
edited by Nancy Keesing
(Angus and Robertson,
Sydney,
15/0)

A

POEM should be a passionate
affirmation of life.
"The roll, the rise, the carol,
the creation" that Gerard Manley
Hopkins expressed with such perfection, is implicit in all memorable poetry, even in tragedy.
We ask that the poet should go
beyond emotion, beyond description.
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"The best poetry either captures moments of vision (when the
.significance ,wonder and mystery
of the experience is realised) or
strikes even deeper to discover the
universe in some random particular," wrote Tom Inghs Moore,
senior lecturer in Australian literature at Canberra University College.
With the far too few honourable exceptions it is very difficult
to apply such a yardstick to Angus
and Robertson's 1959 Anthology
of Australian Poetry.
The bulk of the poetry is thin,
with a kind of mediocre competence that dulls the critical faculties. Little of it attempts to go
beyond emotion or description,
less of it affirms anything with
passion.
Standing head and shoulders
above his contemporaries is Robert
Fitzgerald with his "The Wind at
your Door." Fitzgerald, grave,
robust, muscular and masculine,
reaches inwards to explore and
discover for himself, and for us,
the abiding meaning in the flogging of Maurice Fitzgerald, one
of the Irish leaders of the 1804
Castle Hill Rebellion.
He takes two men, Maurice
Fitzgerald and his own doctor ancestor, the jail physician, who witnesses the flogging. These two
men become much more than
themselves. They become symbolic of all men caught in the
age-old conflict between tyranny
and freedom. Robert Fitzgerald
himself must borrow courage from
the flogged Irishman. The 1804
jailyard widens to take in a country. Here there are no mock
heroics, but there is the affirmation . . .
"new raw birth
which bursts from handcuffs
and free hands go forth
to win tomorrow's harvests
from a vast
ploughland . . .the fifty paces
of that past."

Douglas Stewart in The Bulletin called this poem "extraordinarily representative of Australia"
dealing with "the fundamental
Australian legend—the convicts."
The most positive achievement
of the 1959 Anthology is to see
a clear pattern of mythmaking
emerging in Australian poetry, an
essential quality of any art which
seeks to express its own country
of origin. The peophng of that
frighteningly
empty
Australian
landscape with the myths of past
heroic figures, and giving contemporary, humble men and women the stature of legends, is
evidence of literary maturity. It
presupposes an easy familiarity
with an environment and an idiom.
The mythmakers are busy in this
Anthology, from the heroic, epic
quality of Fitzgerald's doctor and
convict, to Mary Pinnin's "Man
from Strathbogie" -— Kelly — "the
wild man in the heart of all, the
white face in the rain"; from McCauley's Quiros sailing "in youth
and hope to seek the Great South
Land" to the ironic, urban comedy
of Ronald McGuig's father in "Au
Tombeau de ma Pere" . . .
"the buyer from the cutlery
out on the verandah seat
overlooking Hunter Street."
There are Nan McDonald's Hatters, Douglas Stewart with his
Norman and Percy Lindsay pictures, and his lonely affinity with
those cultured aristocrats of early
Australian letters, who will never
come again. There is Vincent
Buckley on his "Spiritual Journey"
with his garrulous Irish father and
his Irish forbears.
Most significant of all is when
myth builds on myth, as with
Rosemary Dobson and her "Captain Stevenson" . . .
"And I thought: has he strayed
from a Slessor Poem?"—
echoes of Slessor's "Five Bells"—
and Max Harris finds "Judith's
bullocky" amongst his "Colonial
Ghosts in the Adelaide Hills"—
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the ghost of Judith Wright's "Bullocky" . . .
"beside his heavy shouldered
team
Thirsty with drought and chilled with rain."
The importance of mythmaking to
Australian poetry, this fitting into
your environment easily and naturally, this relating of the mythcharacters to a kind of universal
functioning of time, is a mature
development in the 1959 Anthology. Mythmaking is not a new
development in Australian poetry.
It has been with us since the bush
balladists. Lawson peopled city
and bush with a hundred haunting, mythical figures from Sweeney
with his bottle in his hand to
Harvey Aspinall. Mary Gilmore
was a mythmaker. One could only
wish that these later mythmakers
showed the same vitality and ease
of the originals. One is asked only
to admire a cleverness and there
it ends, empty and thin as its own
competence.
The old names and the new
names are well represented, but
some of "the carol and creation"
has dwindled out of the old, and
the young are brilliant, empty and
mannered. The most successful
poems are A. D. Hope's "Friday,"
exposing the false values of a false
civilization but putting in its place
only the concept of man as "the
noble savage." (But Hope is the
best satirist we have, subtle, acid
and witty.) David Martin's "The
Gift" with its lucid and tenderly
human metaphysics echoed in the
feminine, intuitive lyricism of
Judith Wright's "Q to A." But
this is a Judith Wright with a
great loss of the powerful symbolism and control of form, image
and thought of "The Moving
Image."
There is evidence of development in Ray Mathew. Mathew's
brilliant mannerisms have matured
into a simpler, more humanistic
attitude, still spiced with cynicism.
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Thomas Shapcott's "Woman in
the Bar" has a kind of savage intensity, a bitter vigour, that is a
relief after the triflers. Anger, even
undirected anger, is better than
no anger at all.
Dorothy Hewett

Resurrection
or
Reconstruction ?
FOUNDER OF A CITY — T H E
LIFE OF COLONEL WILLIAM
LIGHT
Geoffrey Dutton
(Cheshire Melbourne, 42/0)

B

IOGRAPHY is a difficult art.
The dry bones of a dead man
must be made to live, and care
must be taken to see that no other
than the actual bones are used for
such a delicate operation.
But
reconstruction is a far cry from
resurrection, and the biographer
must necessarily be satisfied with
something far less than perfection.
Geoffrey Dutton's life of the
Founder of Adelaide suffers from
a certain lack of bones and from
too much wrapping.
William
Light was born in Penang in 1786
and died near Adelaide in 1839.
His place in history rests chiefly
on his achievement in planning—
but not building—the capital of
the new colony of South Australia.
But this occupied him only during
the last few years of an adventurous and picturesque life. Whilst
due deference must be given to
the circumstances under which the
book was pubhshed (it appeared
during the Adelaide Festival of
Arts), it is surely inexcusable that
in a book which purports to be a
full-scale biography, as much as
half of it is devoted to the last
three of Light's span of fifty-three
years. The accessibility of records

should not be allowed to dominate
the reconstruction to that extent.
Nevertheless, despite the meagreness of information, Geoffrey Dutton has been able to fill in many
of the gaps in the much neglected
story of Light's early career, as
well as providing the contemporary backdrop. Nor has he been
immodestly reticent in revealing
all that he could find; and he has
found much. Born the illegitimate
son of the founder of Penang,
William Light turned first to the
sea, then to the army, and eventually distinguished himself as an
able surveyor and a bold jvmior
officer during the protracted campaigns of the Peninsular War.
Following the excursion to aid the
abortive attempt to overthrow the
Spanish Government in 1823, he
passed the time pleasantly touring
the Mediterranean in his yacht
and .serving for a while in Mohammed Afi's Egyptian navy.
Twice married—and much experienced—Light arrived in Adelaide
as the first Surveyor-General, together with ample debt and a new
mistress. Thereafter the Napoleonic campaigns were as nothing
compared with the deviousness of
South Australian political manoeuvring. This is without doubt
the most successful part of Dutton's book, especially in its portrayal of; the turbulent, self-seeking
characters who had a hand in
establishing the "paradise of dissent" on refreshingly new principles of colonisation. Light won
the battle, and both his selection
of the site and his planning of
Adelaide survived all attempts to
remove both the capital and himself. In the end, when his own
was not far distant, he resigned
from office and retired to the quiet
of his country farm. There the
tuberculosis, against which he had
struggled for many years, finally
brought him to the grave. Perhaps it was fitting for the story
that the Chaplain of Trinity
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Church sliould have declined to
attend his dying moment—"It is
not the practice of our Church to
attend to the sick and dying unless they express penitence and
desire the services of the Church."
The not-so-respectable Light now
surveys his garden city from a
prominence that also overlooks the
Anglican Cathedral.
F. K. Crowley

The Militant
Labour
Movement
BOBBIN UP
Dorothy Hewett
(Australasian Book Society,

N

17/6)

EITHER "realism" nor the unhappy lot of the working classes
at the mercy of a capitalist society
is very new matter in the Australian novel; if anything they are
rather far from fashion nowadays.
Anyway, here is a novel in which
the ideas seem not to be stale or
secondhand, and the idiom is a
natural vehicle for the themes.
The book deals with "the militant labour movement" among a
group of women factory-workers
in the Sydney slums. The harshness and unloveliness of their surroundings are impressed on the
people's lives and they have either
to struggle, individually and collectively, for "the better life" or
submit to its degradation. We are
shown, at times, those who have
been defeated—the lonely, the
hopeless and the suicidal. Some
try to escape and are willing to
jeopardise their families and workmates in the attempt. Others, like
the neophyte Communist Tommy,
have revealed that "they are part
of the great army of toilers . . . no
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man existed alone . . . no man
could fight alone."
The background to all this is
given in a catalogue of sordid,
everyday fact which realism can
present with such an appearance
of objectivity—the pervasive noise,
the dirt, squalor and physical ugliness; even bowel movements are
mentioned. But for all this unrapturous
documentation.
Miss
Hewett is idealistic. Even here,
as a compensation perhaps, she
discovers the oblivious beauty and
mutually sustaining humanity of
intimate love.
"The curve of hip and thigh,
shoulder and breast, whitened
with shadow, the lilac dusk in the
room, the huge
old-fashioned
wardrobe, the china jug and basin,
the little white plastic wireless,
the perfect shadow of the jacaranda tree on the flaky ceiling—
all this moistened with the breath
and kiss of lovers, till it becomes
a sanctuary for love. All this
broken into by the querulous voice
of the old woman, shrieking in
rage and disappointment up the
narrow stairs.
"How many times do I have to
tell you's? Your tea's gettin' cold."
She has a great deal of feeling
for her characters, and an intricate
delight in describing them:
"And there he was . . . her beloved . . . chunky shouldered in
a cream silk shirt with a halfmoon of sweat under his armpits."
So she describes a pattern of
interrelationships between worker
and worker, men and women; and
this reciprocal reliance is shown
as struggling to assert itself in a
society which the author regards
as wasteful with the individual.
But while she possesses a significant imaginative conception of
her material, she presents it in a
rather
shapeless,
unmeaningful
manner. It is too episodic in the
way it shifts the reader from one
set of characters to the next, without having really come to any

particular conclusion, except that
life is pretty grim, so that we have
difficulty in remembering them
apart. At times, she does want to
describe a gradual growth of
understanding in one of her characters, but since her treatment is
so spasmodic, this usually lapses
into imdramatic statement. There
is no consistent development, no
impetus from chapter to chapter.
Often, too, one suspects that Miss
Hewett is recounting parts of her
own experiences, which she has
not
reviewed
dispassionately
enough to express them convincingly through a created character.
For example, her attempt to show
us the motives of the strike-leader,
Nellie Weber, contains long paragraphs of abstract introspection
and casuistry.
"As long as she lived, the dominating, selfish, impatient side of
Nell's nature would push her in
the direction of the Communism
she sought to banish from the
earth forever. She had to learn to
be a Communist all over again,
and this time a real Communist,
who no longer used people up,
crawled to those above her, and
brushed those below her aside, in
the name of the working-class. It
was painful to look at yourself
without the rose-coloured spectacles, to see all the selfish, arrogant, backward residue of capitalism growing like the weeds in the
mind you'd been so proud of."
So that, what are intended as
statements of theme are often only
statements of her intention.
Although the dust jacket says
that "until recently Miss Hewett
was President of the Sydney
Realist Writers," this is her first
novel and its obvious fault is a
formal one, which a more experienced novelist would have avoided, and which, without destroying
the imaginative conception, has
still interfered with it in the setting down.
Richard
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